SOUTHEAST ASIA IN CONTEXT

FASS SUMMER SCHOOL

Five-Week Residential Summer School:

begins 1 July 2007
ends 3 August 2007

Five Good Reasons for Participating in the Summer School:

1. Learn about Southeast Asia in an interactive environment through lectures, popular media, group activities and fieldtrips.

2. Live and study together with students from Yale and Copenhagen in a cross-cultural student-exchange setting.

3. Experience the region firsthand through a 10-day overseas field tour in Southeast Asia.

4. Earn 8 modular credits from reading two complementary modules. Choose between two combinations:
   (A) SE2222 Southeast Asia in Context & HY2250 Introduction to Southeast Asian History or
   (B) SE2222 Southeast Asia in Context & SE2880 Southeast Asia’s Cultural Mosaic.

5. Enjoy substantial Faculty subsidies which will keep the cost low.

APPLICATIONS WILL OPEN IN JANUARY 2007.

Details of application procedures will be announced in January. Places in the summer school will be limited to 20 NUS students and 10 each from Yale and Copenhagen.

ENQUIRIES:
Mr Muhammad Arfat bin Mohamad - seanam@nus.edu.sg / 6516-5011
or visit us at http://www.fas.nus.edu.sg/sea.

MODULES
SE2222 Southeast Asia in Context
HY2250 Sem 4: Introduction to Southeast Asian History
SE2880 Southeast Asia’s Cultural Mosaic
(pending approval)

What students who participated in the 2006 Summer School have to say:

“I gained a better understanding of the origins and struggles of the different Southeast Asian countries based on their past to modern times. It was very enlightening to learn about the heritage of the region and this has given me a better feel for the people who live in Southeast Asia. The field trips definitely gave us a visual sense of what was discussed in the classroom. It contributed greatly to the success and effectiveness of the summer school.”

-Wesley Hume

"The trip has been enriching and fulfilling in all ways. It has helped our group bond over food whilst staying together. I personally have learnt so much in this trip – it has placed the theory which we learnt truly into context. It’s been a wonderful, enthralling experience placing South East Asia in context."

-Ivan Koh